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 UCP 27th QUARTERLY MEETING MINUTES– 23 January 

2020  

Venue: ERS Offices, 134 High Street, Matatiele  

Time: 09:00 - 14:00 

 

ITEM INPUTS 

1. Welcome, 
Introductions 
& Apologies 
 

Joyce Loza (Maloti Drakensberg Transfrontier Programme (MDTP), the uMzimvubu Catchment 
Partnership (UCP) chairperson, welcomed everyone to the meeting 
 
Apologies: Dean Ricketts, Nosisa Ndaba (DEDEAT), Thando Msomi (CSA), Lara Jordan, Thabo 
Madlala (EWT), Dan’sile Cindi, Vathiswa Zikitshe (SANBI), John Vogel, Vuyokazi Mlotshwa, MJ 
(ECPTA), Duncan Hay (INR), Kedibone Chueu (DAFF) Piet Bosman (MCCDT)  

2. Minutes of 
the last 
meeting and 
matters 
arising 
 

Joyce Loza did a reflection of the Catchment-based EI Indaba held in October 2019 in Matatiele 
making emphasis: - 

- on water protection, food security, integrated planning, value chain (charcoal). Need to 
investigate the carbon footprint and processing time of charcoal. 

- Strengthen partnerships and collaborations 
- The role of education, awareness and training 
- Alignment and integration of our interventions with SGD’s and NDP 

 
There was also a launch of WSP that will be enhancing on what UCP is already doing, and 
expansion into other SWSA’s 
 
Minutes of the previous meeting read and adopted 
 

3. Inputs and updates from partners 
 

a. Green 
Business 
Value Chain 
(David 
Gardner, 
Avocado 
vision) 

- Avocado vision has spent 18 months working with small business many in the GIB clearing 
supply chain through WfW and ecofutures through workshops, groups meetings with focus on how 
to build business acumen, building the market. Participants are now in the process of setting up 
supplying timber through the supply chain to Richards’s bay  
- Challenge: sustainable harvesting. Need harvesting standards in place for commercial clearing  
- Next steps: to get into business in a box concept, funding for equipment, technical expertise, 
packaging & branding, route to markets, logistics and market itself. Focus on charcoal because of 
the high demand 
 
How do we certify this? 
- Different certification systems – FSC has been around for 25 years and working with CMO – 
looking over 200 million hectors of managed forests around the world and currently have around 
1570 certificates of authenticity that they have issued.  
- FSC looks at the chain of custody of biomass, from where it grows as a commercial forest, 
looking at what is coming from sustainable well managed commercial forest then follow it to the 
retailer 
- Promoting a responsible forest management where the product can get a premium price 
ensuring quality forests and communities from which these products come. 
- Can certify an entire area on the basis that it is well managed but not necessarily forest, 2% 
could be forest/ indigenous forest or a small proportion of it could be commercial forest but they 
will certify – it is more about landscape management 
- Having IAP and bush encroachment products as a pool part of their offering, makes it very 
valuable to start looking at, as well as them moving to ecosystem services approach  
- Any product that is produced within an FSC managed area can utilise the logo.  
- FSC is responsible for driving this environmentally, socially and economically responsible natural 
resource extraction 
 
What next: FSC and CMO who is their partners will come and do a gap analysis in the areas, 
possibly the 6 Chieftaincy areas, for the pilot would be a smaller area 

- Design an action plan for an FSC group scheme based probably around the traditional 
areas and probably linked to the stewardship programme 
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- Work with interested partners and create a framework 
- Also need to look at private land opportunities 

Currently looking at some of these intermediation requirements which we think are going to fit in  
between the group scheme of people involved in the eradication and management and producing 
value chain products and getting this to FSC market that can potentially start getting premium 
products  
 
Discussion and questions 
- Need to look at spatial prioritisation and think about which areas we to clear and why we want to 
clear and align with DEA, using landscape approach 
- Any potential drawbacks or dangers in going with FSC above another certification process, is the 
any need to do others first before putting a lot in FSC?  - Probably, there are potentially others, the 
scale of this and the fact that its operated successfully in Namibia and within a commercial sector, 
feels very right. It would be wise to stand back and think of others that might do better. Have 
consulted about others, the problem is they do not have the visibility to make a difference into the 
international market 
- Can it work in terms of NRM funding – yes, next LUI in July thinking of specifically putting in 
some proposal around stuff this will not. Instead of looking at LUI going to clearing and 
rehabilitation rather use the LUI to only cover the cost that will not necessarily be covered by the 
commercial extraction merchant. Working with different structures, government, corporate, that 
are outcomes driven, concerned with landscape and product 
- Exciting that it could incorporate dairy in it because the dairy sectors don’t have an industry 
standard and it’s been a challenge to try with them, explore as a pilot with 1 dairy farmers. Timing: 
looking at eventually the results of the pilot, package for business in a box with recommendations, 
securing a market, test out if you can get an FSC for this area or would it be the long leg. Or start 
with the FSC then commercialisation – can still export without certification, in the pilot can look at 
aligning those together. FSC is a certifying body, they don’t market the product on our behalf, will 
have to look at our own supply chain, but can introduce us to theirs 
- SMME product development, what kind & form – current pilot has been running with SMME’s 
who are already working in the supply chain of WfW, clearing invasive biomass, the actual type of 
SMME is not relevant, would work with any format, have people who are sole proprieties to PTY’s. 
Staring with those who are already doing the clearing as they understand sustainable clearing 
then opening more SMME in terms of charcoal would need to ensure their training and set-up in 
understanding sustainable harvesting 
- FRF interns have been trained in different skills and are currently exploring establishing 
cooperatives, start with them. The government policy deals with cooperatives, and there are a lot 
of funding opportunities like EC youth fund for established coops 
- Also look into the issue of accessibility in the area 
 

b. Watershed 
stewardship 
progress 
(Ayanda Cele, 
WWF) 

- Community outreach done, and named the area Maloti Thaba tsa metsi PE by the communities  
- Service provider appointed to develop a management plan i.e. Conservation Outcomes together 
with ERS from Jan – June (6 month) in order to utilise the GEF funding that is coming to an 
ending in June and consult stakeholders, communities including the municipality 
- Community resolutions to be conducted by DRDLR in March  
- June/ July to submit all required documents to the relevant authority - ECPTA 
- 11 community members from the landscape will be attending the national land reform 
biodiversity learning exchange in Hluhluwe by SANBI & DEA 
- Attended the JPTT (Joint Planning Task Team) meeting and requested for a study tour for Chiefs 
and other stakeholders to see where gas exploration has happened and what are the pros and 
cons. They have identified a Virginia site in Welkom on the 4th – 6th March, where we will have 
interaction and get on site understanding and hopefully see other study site to compare with. 
Have asked for full disclosure, should exploration yield availability of gas, what is the next phase, 
where has it worked and implications on the environment 
- To establish a management authority, exploring options such as CPA which might add extra 
layer of confusion. Suggestion was to have a voluntary association which can be registered legally 
with 1 chairperson representing the entire area in the next 2 – 3 months because the 
management authority will have to sign the agreement and ECPTA to co-manage with 
stakeholders in the area. 
 
Questions & discussions 
- Request of support of various stakeholders during the development of the management plan, to 
get inputs to ensure the management plan are aligned with objectives of various stakeholders in 
the area 
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- To consult with the local municipality public participation office and see if we can get support with 
transport from them, also putting it out to other stakeholders who can assist with transport 
 

c. Youth green 
economy 
internships: 
First Jobs and 
YES4Youth 
(ERS, CSA, 
LIMA) 

- Programme with FRF and WWF with 40 youth interns from Sibi and Makhoba 
- Providing skills that are environmentally based, to be able to get jobs, be employers or self-
employed. 3 have got admission into tertiary education, life skills and business skills 
- Life skills, includes first aid, occupational health and safety, computer literacy, financial 
management training. Currently doing, give yourself a job training.   
- Business skills: permaculture & compost, livestock management & health, all have food gardens, 
wattle products – furniture, fodder & charcoal, ecotourism 
- Have 2 buyers in town for charcoal production, not yet ready to meet the demand because there 
are a lot of activities in the programme. Production method also not ready to meet the market, 
equipment used – still exploring the use of chainsaws or kilns.  
- Next steps: some interested in getting jobs, need further business assistance. Help identify 
people that can assist in their needs.  
- Further studies – give reference letters, Apprenticeship, internships or jobs, would appreciate, 
training also 
 
CSA: recruited 79 youth aged between 18- 29 years with mixed qualifications. These youth are 
from Ndakeni, Mvenyane and Thaba Chicha where CSA is already working. Linking the skills 
development around the work we are doing with clearing, spring protection, health and 
conservation, monitoring and evaluation and some working with grazing associations for 
rangeland management. 
 
LIMA: have FRF graduates’ interns in job shadowing. Had 5 interns last year in administrative, 3 
are now fully employed by LIMA. Recruited 10 in November and 2 are based in uMzimvubu. We 
want to expose them to different field of work in this industry, if there are opportunities to join for a 
few days with partners  
 
Discussions and questions 
- Ntate Mnika can assist those interested in ecotourism, there is a core team that is currently 
working to develop a hiking trail. Have secured sites through Chiefs. There are youth programmes 
and funding in local and district municipality 
- What about recycling and value chain around that especially with plastic as an issue - Recycling 
is not a huge thing in Matat yet, depos are far. There is 1 recycling entity linked with Matat local 
municipality landfill site that they have been to which poses a huge opportunity, but volume and 
transport is a challenge 
- Can communities do follow up in wattle cleared areas by planting other plants that are good for 
the environment and be able to access funding – Linking follow up with grazing management 
programme and conservation agreements, for grass regrowth as good water sponge 
- For the stewardship area, set aside areas for traditional and spiritual services.  
- Need to capture lessons learned in terms of documentation that can be taken/ drawn up by other 
organisations in similar programmes. Start a process of lessons in a report or manual 
- Have you explored bee keeping and lessons around land access, whether you have mentoring 
where a commercial farmer or beekeeper mentors the interns – only did theory training for bee 
keeping, bees were not available because of draught for the practical component. Also, the 
equipment is very expensive and would require sponsorship  
- In bee keeping - have noticed in communities around Underberg that there is a demand with the 
community in the raw products – Janine (EWT) to lead 
- Look into arranging learning exchanges with Noha nova who are producing vegetables, Cedara, 
producing coffins from alien plants 
- Requesting a list & costing of equipment & materials required for various things for consultation 
with potential funders – Mme Sissie (ERS) 
 

d. Freshwater 
Health Index 
(Rosie 
Stanway, 
CSA) 

- FHI tool developed in the US and used by lots of different countries around the world, not yet in 
Africa 
- Groundtruth did an assessment of the status quo of water work done in the catchment  
- Recommendations: look at the catchment holistically, try to look at how to do all work at scale 
and coordinate better 
- FHI tool looks at 3 different things even measure impact around the environment in a lot of 
different ways, looks at ecosystems vitality, ecosystems services and governance and 
stakeholders - brings the social side into understanding catchment management with ratings that 
will inform where one needs to focus and targeted  
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- What makes it useful: looks at ecosystem scale, gives different scenarios, stakeholder 
engagement and assess governance - what kind of governance structures are in the catchment, 
which ones need strengthening, which ones are formal, which ones are not – addresses 
underlying root causes of a lot of ecological challenges 
- Why do we need another indicator monitoring tool? - collates information together 
- Application of the tool available in a range of a lot of different ways- integrates different 
components, governance with ecological integrity 
- Audience and users: stakeholders who live in the catchment, academics, interested people who 
want to know where to best invest their money etc  
- Specifically designed to engage range of multiple stakeholders in a standardized way to get 
them on the same page 
- Need partners to engage in filling the gaps  
- Policy recommendations can come out of it 
- How this will enhance our UCP capacity to make good decisions and have strong data?   
- For more information- website: frehwaterindex.org  
 
Discussions and questions 
- Data coming out will be available to partners to use 
- How will the baseline be used going forward, what is changing, how is it changing? Will we 
include citizen science tools to get a continuous understanding of sedimentation, minisass etc will 
those citizen science tools be integrated into this? – I don’t know, in China, they are repeating the 
assessment every 5 years to see how the system has changed, something we need to think about 
- WWF in America have the basin risk assessment to what extent are the similarities – very 
similar, produced at pretty much the same time, there were collaborations in the different use of 
tools 
- Could we develop a citizen science-based water protocol, working with what EGS is using – to 
consult with stakeholders in the next few months 
- Where is your focus? The index in the tool, looks at the overall catchment areas or does it also 
look at different regions to have index in all of them? – UCP works in the upper and lower 
uMzimvubu catchment. There are signatory’s lower catchment but not yet dedicated projects, 
started thinking about the scale and whether we should be focusing on moving down or going 
deep, so we decided to go deep at the moment. Can work with organisations willing to collaborate 
at the lower catchment and see if there are problems in the lower catchment are affecting 
successes in the upper catchment. Can do regions around the catchment 
– Rosie to inform partners with the process. This will also be informed by her interaction with DWS 
and Sue and getting alignment of all these processes with us going forward 
 

e. DWS 
updates 
(Bheki 
Kunene, DWS) 

- Have noted issues around the catchment raised by the communities around water supply that 
need us to devise a strategy. Department during monitoring which is part of the development plan 
- Low term option according to the minister is the construction of Kinira dam still in the early phase 
of development. Still to go through the feasibility study and look through different options that will 
take 4 years before constructions 
 
Index similar with the river eco status monitoring programme used to be called river health 
programme, how will they differ? How will the department contribute to this without duplication of 
efforts, need to look at aligning the programmes? 
 
For institutional arrangement for stabling a CMF - need to arrange a strategizing meetingget terms 
of reference, look at the objectives of CMF and discuss how to best align UCP programme and 
CMF, get terms of reference – non statuary body that is meant to influence decision ensuring that 
water is conserved and protected.  
DWS to share data from resource protection and use department with Rosie, to check monitoring 
done in the catchment in comparison with the FHI  
 

f. Advocacy 
for water 
security, 
Feedback on 
CA (Nicky 
McLeod (ERS) 

- Trying to work with the water services authority and department of water and sanitation.  
- Securing freshwater in a SWSA, working with 6 Chiefs, 7 including Mvenyane down catchment, 
have signed CA’s with grazing association with the market through MNP 
- Have FRF Interns, NRM DEA WfW teams, spring protection currently away 
- Want to consult with ANDM and find a way how we can work together as civil society and the 
water services authority, while raising funds and securing springs 
- Over 40% of households being surveyed don’t have access potable clean water, they are 
collecting from springs  
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- Working with WWF on WASH – looking at community-based spring upgrading system, cost 
effective and cheap, want to propose the model to the municipality that is based on local people, 
local wisdom, look at what’s used most, what is going to be the most appropriate spend to get the 
most secure water to most people at the closest proximity, cover springs from livestock 
- 10 herders from herding academy graduates who are holistic rangeland managers, marketing 
themselves as paravets – linking with grazing associations, 4 employed with WfW teams as 
supervisors and ecorangers, 6 others still looking for employment 
- Trained in wool class and sorting, helping with veld monitoring of resting sites, outside and inside 
- Scattered across 6 chieftainship areas to support stewardship, advocacy to the municipality 
 
Discussions and questions 
- To arrange a meeting with Mr Mdutyana from ANDM and present on the spring work will be more 
interested. The municipality is currently facing a challenge with maintenance of the schemes. The 
relationship between UCP & district municipality can make it work 
- Late last year: CSA met with Mr Mdutyana about the possibility of having an arrangement 
between UCP & ANDM on integrating water resource management collaboration. He 
recommended that we apply to the standing committee to put an item in the agenda so that it 
becomes something that would be discussed, still need further discussions to happen  
- Good to go together (UCP) so that we don’t run parallel sessions with the municipality, also have 
the advocacy strategy to the council, going on a support basis. Also looking at the green 
infrastructure we are proposing at the moment, how is it cost effective, possibility of training local 
people that could maintain that infrastructure  

g. Auctions 
(Gerbrand Nel, 
MNP) 

- MNP PTY as a social enterprise, exists for social and environmental benefits that most UCP 
have been involved in for years 
- Work through incentives to motivate livestock farmers to go into the aspirations of improving 
grazing management then offer the external market 
- From 2016 – 2017 working within NGO, developed enterprise in 2017/8, 2019 had FMD 
outbreak which had a huge impact on the meat prices  
- Also, 2 seasons of late rain and drought across most parts of the country – big impact 
- Last year, had a small stock wool shearing pilot, sheared about 700 sheep and class 
- Last year September – sheared around 7000+ sheep in 6 sites most between Cedarville towards 
Mt Frere. This enabled to sign CA’s, most of those areas don’t have a lot of cattle 
- No of farmers keeps on growing that are benefitting from the service 
 
Auctions: Food & mouth disease outbreak lowered auctions. Consulting with the state vet and 
exploring bidding sales since auction ban. Indications are they may be lifted by March and this 
needs to be explained to grazing associations that if the ban is not lifted may need to renegotiate 
conservation agreements 
- Auction may continue from March but still needs to be confirmed by government 
 

h. Veld 
sanitation 
manual (Fezile 
Matandela, 
CSA) 

- Fezile gave a presentation on the Veld sanitation manual that CSA has developed through 
stakeholder engagement under the WASH & watersheds programmes.  
- CSA’s WASH & watersheds programme integrates health, livestock improvement as well as 
conservation programmes to ensure a healthy environment for everyone & improved health for 
livestock 
- Purpose of the tool is for the facilitator to be able to facilitate veld sanitation in communities 
- Next steps: pilot of the manual to determine the best way to carry out the programme and draft a 
guideline on how to participate 
- Would also like to get an understanding of how many people would be interested to participate in 
a training session for the manual at a date to be agreed on  
 
Discussions and questions 
- Would they be trained for free? – Yes, training is free and is training a trainer. The manual is 
applicable to all rural landscapes not limited to Matat, but the pilot is focusing on Matat 
- Is it translating to other languages? – looking into that, Sesotho & IsiXhosa for the area 
- ANDM municipal health service have officials in each municipality & this is one of their roles they 
work on. They will do awareness’s & train communities how to wash their hands, how to act during 
disease outbreak. Mr Mahahase is the responsible person for Matat municipality 
- What is the definition of veld & sanitation? - its hygiene practices that promote a healthy 
environment 

i. SDF process 
(Tlhobohano 
Matela, MLM) 

- During the review process the SDF was circulated to UCP members and have received 
comments. One of the questions raised was whether the document addresses the uMzimvubu 
catchment and yes, the catchment is included in the SDF 
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- Also, the document includes landscape resilience; different development nodes such as 
Ongeluksnek, Nkau, Queens Mercy where these are the rural service centre that need to be 
developed to cater for other rural areas that are far from town  
- Chieftainships involved within the catchment and the issue of gas exploration 
 
Discussions and questions 
- What is the process for updating the SDF to become a living & interactive, a lot of info needs 
updating - the SDF must be updated annually as we update the IDP but doesn’t happen as often 
- What is a rural servicing - have different categories in terms of spatial form; rural areas, urban 
and areas in the rural areas that may be economically viable & service other areas around, such 
areas have different activities like hospitals, clinics & post office which are not available in every 
rural area & are a target for government investment for service provision 
Q: Score on environmental management within the IDP? 
Joyce: Presentation from Ausi Tlhobohano on the role of the municipality and how are we doing in 
terms of environmental 
 

4. Upcoming events and Announcements from partners 

a. Funding and training 
opportunity - EFTEON 

- Global call for landscapes for long term monitoring.  
- Submit the uMzimvubu landscape as highly potential monitoring landscape. 
- Call looking for premises and willingness and collaboration to possibly select 10 
sites between partners, using tools that Coventry & Rhodes University is already 
using to look at carbon flows, water replenishment etc. Call will need a lead applicant.  
- For further details, look into the SAEON website for the EFTEON call 
- Nicky to consult via email, partners can contribute to proposal, support it and send 
letters of intent if needed by the process 

b. Amur Falcon count In 2018 during the count, found about 2000 birds. Have been doing counts annually 
and there is a roast in town. Last night, 22 January 2020 we found 0 Amur falcons. 
They have been spotted around on the lines but not in the numbers they used to be.  

c. CREW Outing  CREW volunteer group coordinated by Vathiswa from SANBI. There will be an outing 
on the 28 January 2020 to Ramas into the Maloti Thaba tsa metsi protected 
environment. Looking for endemic red data rare endangered flowers species. Contact 
Nicky if interested to join 

d. Provincial wetlands 
day celebration 

Department of Environmental Affairs responsible for celebrating environmental 
calendar days. ANDM REGION IN THE EC to celebrate world wetlands day 
scheduled on the 6th February 2020 at Cedarville hall. This will be a provincial event 
where MEC will also attend. 
Celebration will involve exhibition; partners who are doing work around wetlands or 
who want to exhibit their work can contact Zukiswa Magidela for a stall 

e. UCP survey Current survey will be circulated again to partners to complete, if any amendments 
need to be made, partners should advise the secretariat 

5. Next quarterly meeting 
dates 

23 April 2020, Matatiele 
 
06 August 2020 
 
26 November 2020 
 

Closure and lunch 

 

All presentations are uploaded on the UCP website under meeting records: www.umzimvubu.org 

http://www.umzimvubu.org/

